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The Future of Health Care
Health care views prove to be determining factor in election
By the time 2014 rolls around, the
Affordable Care Act will have been
fully implemented. In a nutshell, this
means that affordable health insurance
will become available to all Americans
(subsidized for those who need it), citizens will not be denied coverage due
to any preexisting conditions, delivery
will be streamlined, and according
to the Congressional Budget Office,
Medicare spending and the national
deficit will be severely diminished.
And it’s about time, too.
Despite the hurricane of controversy over the new legislation, there
has been no debate regarding the
morality of the system that Americans
have dubbed “Obamacare”. No rational
American will ever say that someone
doesn’t deserve health insurance just
because they’re poor. But conservative
policy-makers and talking heads alike
have criticized it on the basis on freemarket economic values. So let’s talk
economics.
The U.S.A. spends, on average,
17% of its GDP on health care. That’s
roughly 2.57 trillion dollars. Compare
that to Taiwan, a country heralded as
a free market haven, which spends 7%
of its GDP on health care: $27 million. Taiwan has a successful, universal
health care system notable for, as Fareed Zakaria once put it, “high-quality

Sam Ramirez | Guest Writer
care at stunningly low costs”. Meanwhile, Switzerland’s health care system
is a paragon of universal health policy,
with very high satisfaction across the
board. They spend only 11% of GDP
on health care. In fact, the U.S. is the
only industrialized nation to spend
more that 12% on health care. It is also
the industrialized nation with the most
expensive procedures: an angiogram
in the U.S. costs $798. In Canada, the
same exact procedure costs $38. An
American MRI costs $1,080, while an
MRI in France is just $281. The list
goes on and on, with disheartening
implications for the far right’s current
health care dogma.
An individual mandate is necessary to circumvent the creation of
single state-run insurance agency and
keep the market objective. And when
everyone can afford the necessary insurance coverage, everyone wins. Businesses compete, buyers choose, and
the country saves 210 billion dollars.
It’s about time America caught
up with the rest of the
world.
Universal health care
is
the way of the future.

troversy. It is
not that people mind aiding
poor families in bad situations, but
that their tax money is used to pay
insurance for others that are not paying taxes.
The lack of half the country failing to pay income tax also is a flaw
in the Affordable Care plan. The lack
a prominent amount of tax dollars
flowing unto the government to pay
for the health care will cause a shortage of money to pay the doctors and
hospitals for taking care of patients.
This will lead to the government having to prioritize patients on who will
be provided healthcare. This prioritizing will be based on age and health
status. This is not fair to the customers
who pay their taxes but do not qualify
for treatment because they are simply
older than another patient who, in half
the situations, do not pay their income
taxes.
The American public must have
the option to buy from a healthcare
provider of their choice, this way
people who pay insurance will receive
care and they can also pick the doctor they want to treat them. Universal
healthcare works in theory but it cannot be enforced to over three hundred
million people.
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Travis Lindemann | Guest Writer
The problem with health care
today is that it has been overwhelmed
with bureaucracy and federal intrusion. President Obama’s Affordable
Health Care Act was supposed to
reduce and increase access for more
American citizens. In reality it creates more government mandates and
increases federal influence on the market, as well as new taxes or increases
on existing ones. This will result in
higher insurance costs for the average
American family and new regulations.
In fact, the Affordable Health Care
Act does not even create jobs in the
medical field but instead has called for

Garrett Hamm | Guest Writer
By 2014 the Obama administration hopes to change America’s health
care system in a big way. The Affordable Care Act will be a dramatic
change in our country as people move
from independent insurance companies to government run health care.
This could not be any worse of a plan.
The Affordable Health Care Act
plans to enforce an individual mandate
that every household must purchase a
basic package of health care, whether
it is from a private insurance company
or the government. The problem with
this plan is that the government is
going to offer lower prices or not even
charge for their healthcare and people
will switch from their former private
insurance companies, to government
run health care. This will run private
insurance companies out of business
until the only health care packages
available are government run.
The government plans to use
tax dollars
to pay for this
plan, even
though almost
half the
country does
not pay
federal income
taxes. This
will
cause
a
con-

16,000 new I.R.S. agents to regulate it,
and is expected to cost $2.5 trillion.
I know what you Republicans and
Conservatives are thinking, “Obama is
turning America into a socialist state!”
Well here’s a surprise, Presidential
Candidate Mitt Romney instituted a
government run healthcare plan while
governor of Massachusetts that provided the blue print for Obama-Care.
Also, Governor Romney was originally registered as an independent but
supported the democratic party until
running for senator against Democratic Senator Ted Kennedy, where he
switched to the Republican party. Even

after switching parties, Mitt Romney
has voted in favor of more government
influence when given the chance, but
with the upcoming election has vowed
to disband Obama-care. Quite frankly
I find it hard to believe that Romney
will destroy something that he has in
effect helped to create.
What Libertarians want and
Presidential Candidate Gary Johnson plans to do is remove the federal
government from healthcare as much
as possible to generate competition in
order to reduce costs and create better
service by reducing mandates and
regulations. The free market is capable

of regulating itself because people will
have the power and will pick the best
plan for them. People are not going to
pick companies with high rates with
poor coverage, so therefore companies
will try to have the best possible coverage at the most affordable price. As for
those who cannot afford healthcare,
they should be taken care of by the individual states they reside in funded by
block grants given to the states by the
federal government and will be the extent of their involvement. So this year,
be Libertarian with Gary Johnson for
one election, and vote for the people.
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Jaxon Baum | Staff Designer
Alex Clare’s “Too Close”
You may have heard the chorus on
the new Internet Explorer commercial,
but the rest of the song is completely
different and amazing. Despite the fact
that dubstep isn’t really cool anymore
this song is super catchy and has a
chill, making for a great song.

GOOD Music’s “Cruel Summer”
Kanye West’s new album just
dropped featuring Big Sean, Pusha T,
Jay-Z, 2 Chainz, and Kid Cudi. The
most popular is “Mercy”, along with
no bad songs on this compilation. My
favorite is “Clique” and it is almost
like a follow up on “Mercy” with sick
beats and hypnotic samples. I definetly
recomend downloading this.

Th@ Kid
Th@ Kid is also just 17 and raps
like an OG. He has a weird style that’s
not for everyone that I would compare
to Tyler, The Creators old stuff. He has
multiple mixtapes and interesting videos. His best songs in my opinion are
“Victoria’s Secret”, “Filth”, and “NEWWHITESHOES”. You can find him on
YouTube under ThatKidMusic.

Stefan DeShazo | Staff Writer
“The Dark Knight Rises”
The concluding film of the Batman
trilogy is filled with exciting twists,
countless explosions and extraordinary gadgets. Directed by Christopher
Nolan, the film’s thrilling cliffhangers kept the audience’s attention by
adding exciting details and multiple
plot twists. Christian Bale (Batman)

brought a dark and brooding vibe
as he played the role to perfection.
Tom Hardy (Bane, the antagonist in
The Dark Knight Rises) executed his
character well, however, his voice was
sometimes misleading due to bad
editing. Anne Hathaway (Cat Woman)
was a witty and exciting thief who
eventually helped Batman defeat Bane.
Overall, the Dark Knight Rises lives
up to it’s hype. I would rate this in

my top 3 favorite movies off all time,
and I would recommend the movie to
anyone age 13 and above.

his only friend. The entire storyline
is dedicated to his journey through
freshmen year, narrated by his letters
to an anonymous source.
Chbosky has managed to compose
a heart-wrenching piece. The plot is
excellent, never failing to captivate the
reader with a new secret, and Chbosky
adds a refreshing twist by delivering
the story in letters. Most importantly,
however, despite the difficult situations
Charlie encounters, there is always a

sense of hope. Any high school student
can learn from this novel, making it a
must-read.
As if that is not sufficient motivation to crack open a copy as soon as
possible, The Perks of Being a Wallflower was recently adapted to a movie,
starring Emma Watson and Logan Lerman. Written and directed by Stephen
Chbosky himself, the production is a
perfect complement to the novel.

Blockbuster Hits

Page Turners
Kylie Holt | Senior Editor
If anyone perfectly defines the
awkward stage, it is Charlie.
From The Perks of Being a Wallflower, published in 1999, he is author
Stephen Chbosky’s brutally honest
illustration of the challenges teenagers
face growing up.
This coming-of-age novel opens
with Charlie, the protagonist, hesitant
to start high school after the loss of

RooFWARS
Long, long ago, on a roof not so far away
there was a long treacherous battle that left

what is above us a barren wasteland. No one
can see or figure our what on earth is going on

up there. but we can hear and smell the evil. .
Cartoon by Jaxon Baum
The Talon is the offical, student-run publication of Argyle HS. Its contents and views are produced by the student newspaper staff and do not represent the opinions of the school adminstration, faculty, school board, or
Argyle ISD. Signed guest columns and letters to the editor areW subject for editing fo lenth, libel, obscenity, and poor taste. Submissions should be sent to Mrs. Short in room 107.
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Set for Victory
Ashley Book | Guest Writer
Ending last year with a record of
26-10, the Lady Eagles are ready to
start a new season. Holding a current
score of 28-9, the next game is October 19th where they will be playing
Carrollton Ranchview in Argyle. The
district game is a crucial win if the
ladies want to have a chance at winning state.
“Our goals this year are to make
history and do what no other volleyball team for Argyle has ever done,”
Clark Oberle, head coach of the Lady
Eagles, said. “In order to achieve these
goals we are going to work hard every
day and improve on a daily basis.”
Oberle said.
Starting with summer two-a-days
and continuing practice throughout
the school year, the team has been doing just that.
“The Lady Eagles work really hard
every practice,” junior varsity player,

Allyson Book, said. “And it really pays
off. Everyone has improved so much
the past few months.”
As any team player knows, skill
isn’t the only thing that contributes to
the girls’ success. Their attitude plays a
huge roll in every game.
“We are all like sisters, which helps
the chemistry on and off the court. We
are comfortable with each other, which
plays a big part in our success,” returning varsity player, Morgan Thompson,
said.
Even when the team is down in a
game, they push through by keeping
up a positive attitude.
“When we’re losing we talk about
what we can do to make sure we get
the next pass, next set, or next kill,”
varsity player Maddie Moseley. “We
celebrate when someone does really
well, and then encourage them to do it
again.”
Hopefully the Lady Eagles will

continue to keep
up their good spirits and win against
Carrollton Ranchview, as well as the
rest of their opponents this year.
Come support the
varsity and junior
varsity teams this
Friday at Argyle.
Varsity will play at
5:30, and the junior and freshman
teams will be play
at 7:00.

Top: Varisty volleyball
team breaking out of
huddle at home game.
Photo by Stefan Deshazo
Bottom: Blair O’Brien (#12)
and Sierra James (#5) go
up for a block. Photo by
Matt Garnett

Cheer Takes Tech by Storm Band Practice Heating Up
On the March to State
Peyton Hutchinson | Guest Writer
On the hunt for a fifth state
championship, the marching band
spent the last four weeks of summer
working hard and sweating profusely
in the Texas heat as they learned music
and drill to the first 3 movements of
their show. They used the remaining
time leading up to their first contest

Nakota Raines | Guest Writer
The 2012-13 varsity cheer squad
returned from the NCA Texas Tech
cheer camp with three “Top Team”
awards: Game Time, Champion Chant
and Top Performance. In addition,
Morgan Gumbert and Kaitlin White

were given the Leadership award,
Morgan Gumbert and Nakota Raines
were invited to be a part of the NCA
staff next camp, and Sarah Fabian
received the title of Top All American
Cheerleader.

on October 6 to finish up the last two
parts, piece it all together and ready
the final product for competition. They
are now working towards perfecting
the show before the state competition
on November 5. The 2012 production
is entitled Moving Parts and includes
Moving Parts, [[Shifting]], ‘N’ Motion,
Transient, and Kinetikos.
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Hanging on at Worlds

Kylie Holt | Senior Editor
Who knew a rock climbingthemed birthday party would ultimately turn into a whole new life?
“It was the first time I ever rock
climbed,” sophomore Brendan Mitchell said. “One of the guys there asked
me if I wanted to join a team, and I
liked it, so I said yes.”

Since then, Mitchell has literally climbed his way to the top of the
leader boards.
“I never expected to go to world
competitions,” Mitchell said. “It was all
just for fun.”
Although rock climbing was originally a hobby, Mitchell has proved that
he has more than passion for the sport.
He has skill.
“I just got back from the IFSC
Youth World Championships in
Singapore,” Mitchell said. “I placed 7th
overall.”
‘Lead’ and ‘Speed’ are two of three
categories in rock climbing, the third
being bouldering.
“Lead has a path that everyone follows. You get one try, and then the best
time wins. Speed is similar to lead, but
you can climb it however you want.
In bouldering, you try to make it the
furthest,” Mitchell said.
Although winning is his main
goal, he admitted, “My favorite part is
traveling. I just got back from Singapore, and my next competition is in
Chile.”

Runners Stride to State
Garrett Hamm | Guest Writer
Mud pits, hay bales, and logs.
Cross country’s goal this year is to
hurdle these obstacles and win state,
one race at a time, and in preparation
for the goal, both girls and boys have
been traveling all over the metroplex
since the beginning of August.
“One step at a time,” head girls
coach Kathi Olsen said before a meet.
“From there you just go on, and these
beginning meets are just a competitive
practice getting ready for state.”
The goal is to get the runner’s
times increasingly faster and hopefully have them peak at district or state
before they burn themselves out or
get hurt. Both girls and boys work at
these same goals.
“I expect us to go all the way to
state,” head coach Scott Styron said.
Styron has brought a different
dynamic that some have described as
regimental. The boys’ team won state

three times before, and at meets it has
been more of a competition between
which argyle runner will place.
“The team definitely has the potential to win state, and hopefully go
farther,” varsity senior varsity captain
Cameron Schafer said.
At the meets they have attended
so far, at least two of the runners from
both girls and boys for varsity took
places in the top five, and although the
teams have not earned first place at
most of the meets, the past week girls’
varsity team placed first at Lyn Creek
Park, and the boys placed second.
“We’ve been doing a lot better this
year by running together in a pack. It
makes us stronger overall and motivates us to run faster,” said varsity
runner Ashley Gonzalez.
“As the end of the season draws
near, the district meet looks more
and more promising,” senior Bridget
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Golfers in Full Swing
Matt Garnett | Editor in Chief
Coming off a rough end to last
year’s season, ending up just out of the
medaling, the golf team is setting its
goals high for the ensuing season.’
“I’m really excited,” senior John
Michael Davis said. “We got all our
players from state last year coming
back. We have one of the deepest
teams in the state of Texas.”
The competition won’t only be
saved for the state, with several new
golfers contesting the starting five,
there will be push for each to stay
ahead of the curve.
“I’m excited about having more
competition to be in the top five.

because it will make us more prepared
for state,” sophomore Lance Roden
said.
With the Prosper golf powerhouse moving out of our classification, the teams’ goals have been raised
to new heights.
It seems like the team is already
on the right path, finishing the Bart
Granger Memorial Tournament with
a 307, 299, and 300 to shoot an overall
907. This was good enough to earn
them 17th out of 52 4A and 5A school
from all over the southern US.

Top Right: Hunter Thompson (‘13) reads his birdie putt. Photo by Matt Garnett
Top Left: Brendan Mitchell (‘15) climbing during a competition.
Bottom: Girls CC takes on Lynn Creek Park on Oct. 4. Photo courtesy of Cassi Hargroves

Church said. “Because half of the
previous meets our boys and girls
have been competing with are higher
division schools, even though we are
3-A. By doing this our runners have

set their expectations higher, and fifth
place running with 5-A might be first
place at a 3-A meet.“
The district meet takes place on
Oct. 24 at Celina.
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Pink Out Brings Cancer Awareness
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Buckley Wallace, Caroline Klapp | Staff Writers
Today, about one in every eight
women develops breast cancer in their
lifetime. It is the second-leading cause
of cancer death in women and has
become very prevalent in our society.
October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and Argyle is
celebrating by donning pink, pink, and
more pink.
“The reason for Pink Out is to
continue to raise awareness and raise
money to find a cure for the cancer,”
said registrar Tena Calhoun, whose
mother is a cancer survivor.
Student Council sponsor, Mrs. Arrington, and her students have created
the themes for each day of the Think
Pink Week.
This past Saturday, a 5k run took
place in Argyle to raise funds for cancer research and kick off the “Think
Pink Week.” The funds will be donated
to Argyle ISD’s breast cancer research

fund
On October 18th, Carter Blood
Care is coming to the school to draw
blood from students and faculty members who are willing to donate.
October 19th is the actual Pink Out
day, and the whole school is to support the cause by dressing in all pink
in support and honor of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month.
Affected or not by breast cancer,
faculty members of both the high
school and middle school are showing
their support and dedication for breast
cancer awareness.
“I have never been personally affected by breast cancer, but I have had
coworkers who have been affected by
it,” said Arrington. “This is a great way
to raise awareness for breast cancer
and continue to raise funds to find a
cure.”
Middle School Counselor, Mrs.
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Over’herd’ designs by Logan Dial. Pink Out design by Matt Garnett, Brendan Mitchell

Shobe has been personally affected by
breast cancer and believes that Pink
Week is very vital to our district.
“It is important for everyone to
do their part,” Shobe said. “If you
bring awareness to it, it will hopefully
encourage people to go out and get
checked.” “Early detection saves lives.”

Over ‘Herd’
in the Halls
“Sometimes the government steps in
and says, no, you can’t make bazookas.” –Coach Beene
“I’ll do whatever it takes… I’m a dirty
cowboy.” –Connor Kane
“Hey come paint my chicken coop and
I’ll give you a plate of biscuits.” –Coach
Beene
“Never touch a man’s cowboy hat!” –
Aaron Zarvon
“I’d rather be Green Lantern, but I’ll
take Superman.” –Mr. McCurdy
“I’m going to charge you 100 dollars
for insulin and if you don’t buy it you
are going to die.” –Coach Beene
“With the three of our powers combined like Captain Planet!” –Coach
Beene
“If I die in a sword
fight this afternoon…” –Coach
Beene

Oct. - Dec.
Calender

Oct. 19- VB & FB @ Home
Oct. 20- UIL Region Marching
Oct. 23- VB @ Aubrey
Oct. 24- CC District Meet @ Celina
Oct. 26- FB @ Frisco Lonestar
Oct. 27- BBall Boys Tourn. @ Home
UIL Area Marching
Oct 29-2- Red Ribbon Week
Oct 30- Girls BBall @ Ponder
VB Bi-District
Nov. 1- Midnight Madness
Nov. 2- FB @ Home
Nov. 3- Girls BBall @ Bowie
CC Region Meet @ Arlington
VB Area TBA
Nov. 5- UIL State Marching
Nov. 6- Girls BBall @ Home
VB Regional Quarterfinals
Nov. 9- FB @ Celina
VB Region @A&M Commerce
Nov. 10- CC State @ Round Rock
VB Region @ A&M Commerce
Nov. 13- Girls BBall @ Home
Boys BBall @ Nolan
Nov. 15- VB State Tourn. @ Garland
Nov. 15-17- Boys BBall JV @ Marcus
Nov. 16- Girls BBall @ North West
FB Bi-District TBA
VB State Tourn. @ Garland
Nov. 17- Girls BBall @ North West
VB State Tourn. @ Garland
Boys BBall @ Home
Nov. 19- Boys BBall @ Abilene Cooper
Nov.19-23- Thanksgiving Break
FB Area TBA
Nov. 24- Boys BBall @ Mabank
Nov. 26- Varsity Girls soccer tryouts
Nov. 27- Girls BBall @ Home
Nov. 29- Boys BBall Arl. Tourn./Sanger
Nov. 30- Girls BBall @ Brock
FB Regional Finals
Dec. 1- Girls BBall @ Brock
Dec. 4- Boys BBall @ Home
Dec. 6-8- Boys BBall @ Princeton
Dec. 7- FB Quarter Finals
Dec. 11- Wrestling District @ Home
Boys BBall @ Sanger
Dec. 14- FB Semi-Finals
Boys BBall @ Home
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Homecoming digital renderings manipulated
by Blake Dewoodey. Photos by Matt Garnett,
Brendan Mitchell and Logan Dial
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